Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel and alternative approach to the task of generating trajectories for an articulated robot with dynamic constraints. We demonstrate that by focusing the effort on the generation process, the design of a trajectory controller becomes a straightforward problem. Our method is efficient and particularly suited for applications involving high-DOF articulated systems such as robotics arms or legs. We claim that our algorithm can be easily implemented by roboticists that do not share a deep background in control theory. Nevertheless, the resulting trajectories ensure a robust state-of-the-art control performance. We show, in simulation and practice, that the approach is well prepared for integration with graph-based planning techniques and yields smooth trajectories.
Introduction and Related Work
The problem of trajectory generation for articulated systems is often faced in robotics. Whereas graph-based planning approaches [4, 11, 7] have become increasingly popular during the last decade, plan execution on platforms with dynamic limits constitutes a challenging task. Given a set of waypoints, no closed-form solution exists to generate trajectories that take into account the velocity and acceleration constraints of a robot. In fact, these constraints are often neglected by many authors. Alternatively, previous work in the field of mobile robotics exclusively considers velocity parameters [5, 9] or acceleration limits [6, 10] whilst ignoring the other constraint.
Special types of mobile platforms such as soccer-playing robots have introduced popular application scenarios for trajectory generation under dynamic constraints. Plenty of work has been published within that field, and the problem is generally solved using Bezier curves [3] . However, in most safety-concerned domains, Bezier curves yield widely impracticable solutions. This is due to the fact that Bezier curves merely approach the states given by the planner whilst not reaching them accurately.
In the area of manipulator robots, the task of trajectory generation with dynamic constraints has received surprisingly poor attention in the past. Here, the focus commonly lies on trajectory optimization, and most solutions imply a complex controller design [1, 8] .
In this paper, we propose a novel and alternative approach to the problem. We will demonstrate that, by focusing the effort on generating well-suited trajectories for an articulated system, controller design becomes significantly less challenging. We claim that our approach can be easily implemented by roboticists that do not share a deep background in control theory. Nevertheless, the trajectories resulting from the proposed method are computationally inexpensive and ensure a robust state-of-the-art control performance.
The proposed technique has been optimized for applications involving high-DOF articulated systems such as robotics arms or legs. Trajectory generation considers both acceleration and velocity constraints under the condition that all configuration states are accurately reached. We will show that in association with a static, graph-based planning algorithm, our approach may thus be used to generate control-friendly trajectories that fulfill the kinematic as well as the dynamic constraints of a robotics system. We conclude our paper with the design and analysis of a suitable controller which allows for smooth trajectory tracking and rectifies disturbances.
Configuration, Path, and Trajectory
We will first introduce a formal description of the state model used throughout this work. To be general, we consider an articulated system with K degrees of freedom (DOF). The k-th degree of freedom is parameterized by the state variable θ k . With k ranging between 1 and K, we may thus express the configuration of the entire system as Θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ K }.
We furthermore consider a static, graph-based motion planner to provide a sequence P of collision-free configurations to the robot. With N being the number of configurations given by the planner, the i-th configuration in P shall be denoted Θ i . Thus, we have P = {Θ 1 , . . . , Θ N }. Note that in the context of path planning, the Θ i are commonly termed waypoints, and P constitutes a path.
The plan P is the starting point for the trajectory generation approach presented in this paper. Therefore, it is important to remark that our static motion planner does not provide any notion of time or intermediate configurations with the Θ i . However, in order to fully describe a dynamic articulated system those intermediate configurations need to be known explicitly. In other words, we seek to express the state of the k-th degree of freedom through a continuous function T k : t → θ k with t representing time. Note that we will henceforth use the common term trajectory in order to refer to T k .
In the following sections, we will mainly be concerned with deriving a parametric form of T k . However, solving this problem will involve interpolation methods that would require the time intervals between consecutive configurations to be known. Since time being is free parameter of our method, we instead need to infer T k based on dynamic quantities such as the assumed maximum velocitẏ θ to correspond to the safety limits of the motor used to actuate the k-th degree of freedom.
